BIG THINKING. SMALL FOOTPRINT.

The TASSIMO PROFESSIONAL T-65 CUL intelligent brewing system helps you make smart use of limited space. Like our larger T-300 system, it features scannable T-DISCS for simple preparation of premium hot beverages. Plus, its compact size offers small to mid-size businesses a more intimate coffee-making experience.

FULL OF BRIGHT IDEAS

- **Premium specialty drinks.** Specially crafted espresso-based beverages, such as cappuccinos and lattes, are prepared with real liquid milk in less than 2 minutes. By combining different varieties, users can create hundreds of delicious custom drinks.

- **Upscale variety.** With well-known brands such as GEVALIA, TWININGS and SUCHARD, the T-65 CUL ensures a favorite hot beverage for every employee.

- **Easy installation.** The T-65 CUL system does not require a water line or additional plumbing. Just plug it in and let the simplicity begin!

- **Loss prevention.** TASSIMO PROFESSIONAL T-DISCS are not compatible with TASSIMO home systems.

- **One button. One-of-a-kind quality.** The T-65 CUL system puts a full range of premium hot beverages at the user’s fingertips. Turn your office into a destination with a machine so easy to use, it’s just like having your own BARISTA INSIDE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 1-888-MY-TDISC OR VISIT TASSIMOPRO.COM.